TANGO: AN ILLUSTRATED PASSION
A talk by Gustavo Varela, Universidad de Buenos Aires
on reading tango history in sheet music illustrations

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 11
12:30 PM
GREENLEAF CONFERENCE ROOM
JONES HALL 100A

Gustavo Varela is a Professor of Philosophy and Academic Director of the Graduate Program in Social and Political History of Argentine Tango in the Facultad Latinoamericana de Ciencias Sociales (FLACSO) in Buenos Aires. The illustrated lecture will be presented in Spanish with translation as necessary. Open to all.

Dr. Varela will be presenting an additional lecture titled “El origen politico del tango” in Professor Miller’s Latin American Cultural Studies Seminar Lecture in Spanish.

Please contact Prof. Miller at mgmnola@gmail.com for the readings in advance of his presentation.

Monday, February 10
3:00 - 5:30 PM
Newcomb 407

For more information, please contact Marilyn Miller at mgmnola@gmail.com